Weekly Learning at Home Plan
Week beginning: Monday 11th May 2020

Literacy

Elm Room It’s Health Week!

Numeracy

Other areas of the curriculum

1. Phonics
Group 1
LI: I can read and say words with the ‘air’ sound
Please see Seesaw for the resource and instructions.
Group 2
LI: I can say the sounds of letters and write them correctly.
In your Phonics Work book do the Letter ‘i’

1 Maths
What’s Outside your Window?
LI: I can find Maths all around me.
Please see Seesaw for the instructions and
a video link.

1. Health and Wellbeing
LI: I am learning that keeping active keeps my body healthy.
We would have been taking part in lots of healthy activities and
having our Sports Day this week. Try and create a Sports Day for
you and your family!
Please see Seesaw for the suggestions for organising a Sports Day

2. Reading –
LI: I can read a text with understanding
LI: I can find information in a text I have read
Group 1
My Street - Comprehension
Please see Seesaw for the resource and instructions.

2. Time
LI: I can count the minutes around the clock.

2. Expressive Arts - Art
LI: I can experiment with different materials to create an effect.
Using toys, books, socks or anything else you can think of in the
colours you need, see if you can create a rainbow. Take a photo
and send it to me on SeeSaw.
Remember the colours in the rainbow are; Red
Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet

Group 2 Choose a book you have at home
Read it and try to think of a different ending for the story.

Look at an analogue clock and count how many minutes there are
in an hour, a half hour, a quarter hour. Look at how many minutes
are between each number on the clock face and
start to think about where the big hand will be
pointing when it’s ten past, twenty past, twenty
to and ten to the hour.

3. Spelling
CVC Literacy Booklet pages 19 to 24
LI: I can read and write CVC words.
Sounding, reading and writing CVC words. Take care
to write neatly and to form your letters correctly

3 Money
LI: I can add money amounts together.
How many ways can you make 50p using different coins? Not
counting the actual 50p coin, what is the smallest number of coins
you need?

3. Creativity Grid

4. Writing LI: I can make a poster for Sports day
Look at Monday’s Sports Day Planner task. To help you choose
colours, look at the colour wheel – contrasting
colours are opposite each other.

4 Sorting
LI: I can sort items into groups according to size.
Gather six (or more if you have them) things that are the same and
then sort them out according to their size.
You can use clothes, books, soft toys, cars,
mugs, pots, stones, flowers or anything
you can think of!

4. H&WB
LI: I can say if something is safe or dangerous.
Danger in the Living Room.
Look at the picture. How many things can you see that are
dangerous?

5 Basic Facts
LI: I can recall my basic maths facts.
Use your Sumdog sign in and practise your
adding and subtracting skills.

5. Life Skills
LI I can use a range of simple food preparation techniques when
working with food.
As it is Health Week, try to eat more healthy food and snacks! Talk
about the foods you like to eat and look at the menus I have sent.
Can you change anything for a healthier option?
Please see Seesaw for the menu plans.

Please see Seesaw for the resource
and instructions.
5. Listening and Talking
LI – I can actively listen to the details of a story.
LI – I can talk about the events in a story.
Visit https://www.storylineonline.net/. Find “Hey That’s My
Monster by Amanda Noll. Listen to the story a couple of
times then talk about it with someone in your house.
Use the questions as ideas for what to discuss.
Please see seesaw activities for question prompts.

Choose one of the items from the Creativity grid and
complete it.

Please see Seesaw for the resource

